ABSTRACT Although promising results have been achieved in the area of traffic sign detection, little attention has been paid to text detection on traffic signs. In fact, in today's popular driver-less automobile industry, traffic sign text which brings abundant and valuable traffic information plays an important and indispensable role. In this work, we design an effective detector for traffic sign text, whose pipeline only consists of a preprocessing module to tackle with some complex situations, a Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) in which a Scale-transfer layer is proposed to speed up the network and a simple post-processing step. Extensive experiments on the Chinese traffic sign text dataset (CTST-1600), ICDAR 2013 and MSRA-TD500 show that the proposed method has achieved the state-of-the-art results, which proves the ability of our detector on both particularity and universality applications. We collect the Chinese text-based traffic sign dataset named CTST-1600, and it can be found at https://github.com/pummi823/test/blob/master/ CTST-1600.
I. INTRODUCTION
Text brings abundant information to our life, like text in books, videos, shop signs, traffic signs, etc. Therefore, text detection, as the precondition of textual information extraction and understanding, has attracted more and more attention from people and institutions, which can be demonstrated by the increasing number of public datasets [1] - [8] and ICDAR participants every year.
Since the rapid rise of driver-less automobile industry, traffic sign has gradually become a hot research target, like [9] and [10] focus on the classification and detection of traffic sign respectively. In China, obtaining textual information from traffic signs is another challenging task. Unlike most texts in existing public datasets, a large proportion of Chinese traffic sign texts are sparse or long, SegLink [11] and Textsnake [12] are robust for long text but they all suffer
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Feng Shao. from lengthy process of label generation and text detection. East [13] is a light text detector but it performs not good when dealing with long text. Also, almost all existing detectors will fail when the light of the image is extremely weak, which will happen when traffic sign texts are captured in the evening or unfavourable weather.
In this paper, we propose a fast and accurate scene text detection pipeline that specially designed for Chinese Traffic Sign Text detection. Our pipeline first feeds an image into a preprocessing module to strengthen those with weak light. Then we use a FCN [19] model, in which the Upsampling layer is replaced by a Scale-transfer layer, to predict the existing and coordinates of text pixels and further predict their locations in their belongs text instance, i.e., head, tail or middle. Finally, the outputs are sent to an adjacent pixels merging algorithm to produce the text boxes. We compare our method with East [13] , Textsnake [12] and CTPN [14] on the testing dataset of CTST-1600. Extensive experiments show that the proposed method achieves the state-of-the-art results on the aforementioned datasets, which prove the robustness of the proposed method.
The contributions of our work are three points: 1) We design a fast and accurate scene text detector. Different from existing detectors, we add a carefully designed preprocessing module to tackle with some complex situations may occur in traffic sign text detection. 2) We propose a Scale-transfer layer to replace the Upsampling layer, which improves the speed of network effectively, and still keeps the network in great performance. 3) We publish a selfconstructed dataset named CTST-1600 for there is no public and available domestic traffic sign text dataset as far as we know.
II. RELATED WORKS
In recent years, scene text detection methods based on deep neural network have made significant development. Mainstream text detectors are based on CNN framework which can be approximately divided into two categories: regressionbased and segmentation-based methods.
Regression-based methods generally based on classical object detection frameworks, such as Faster R-CNN [15] and SSD [16] . Textboxes [17] improve SSD framework and adjust the shape and size of convolution kernels and anchors to make they are more suitable for text detection. Textboxes++ [18] is an improved version of Textboxes which adopt more general quadrilateral anchors to enclose oriented text. East [13] use only two stages to detect text: a FCN [19] stage and an NMS stage, and it's pipeline produce results either word level or line level flexibly, whose geometric shapes can be rotated boxes or quadrangles. RRPN [20] is based on Faster R-CNN framework and generate anchors with angular information, so it can produce proposals in any direction. RRD [21] propose to design two different network branches to extract different characteristics, regressing and classifying them respectively to achieve robust results on long text detection.
Regretfully, some regression-based methods need complicated anchor design and may consist of multiple stages, which require fussy parameter adjustment and lead to time consuming.
Segmentation-based methods regard text detection as a segmentation problem. PixelLink [22] segment text instances by linking the pixels in the same instance together firstly, then get the text border from the segmentation results directly without regression step. Textsnake [12] propose to use ordered overlapping disks to represent text instances for curve text detection. PSENet [23] generate text kernels with various scales, and expand the minimal scale kernel to the final complete shape gradually, which segment the close or arbitrary-shaped text instances effectively. SPCNET [24] is based on Mask R-CNN, it propose a method named Supervised Pyramid Context Network to locate text regions precisely.
Text-based traffic sign detection in recent years, like Greenhalgh et al. [25] use Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) and HSV color thresholding to detect traffic signs firstly, then individual characters are fetched by MSERs and combined into text lines. Rong et al. [26] propose a Cascaded Localization Network to detect traffic sign text, then use a temporal fusion to reduce the false positives and a Deep Recurrent Model to recognize the text regions. Zhu et al. [27] propose Cascaded Segmentation-Detection Networks, which contains a traffic sign areas segmentation stage and a text detection stage. The text detector utilizes Textboxes [17] , which can only detect horizontal text. Although the above methods are designed carefully for traffic sign text detection, they all have redundant immediate components, and haven't considered the detection scenarios with complex environment.
Compared with general natural scene text detection, traffic sign text detection receives little attention. In China, as far as we know, there is no public and available traffic sign text dataset. So, in this paper, we build a domestic traffic sign text dataset (CTST-1600). We summarize two main characteristics of CTST-1600. 1) Contrast to other outdoor scene text, like shop sign text and building sign text, it is small and not strongly contrasted with the background, hence the detection of it will be more affected by the outdoor dim light, like dusk and evening, rainy, smog or foggy weathers. 2) Chinese is more refined than English, usually, a few Chinese characters can express the meaning of a very long English word. Therefore, part of the phrases in Chinese traffic signs are typeset sparsely, which increases the difficulty of detection.
Based on the above analysis, we specially design a text detector for CTST-1600 whose light version (without preprocessing module) only consists of two stages: a FCN [19] and a multi-orient text boxes generation stage. As shown in Figure 1 , the structure of our model doesn't contain complex intermediate components, which greatly facilitates the training and optimization process. Through extensive experiments, our model is proved to be the state-of-the-art text detector for CTST-1600 and some other public datasets.
III. METHODOLOGY
In the proposed method, an image is fed into the preprocessing module firstly to detect and adjust the light intensity, then the output of the preprocessing module is input to a FCN [19] , which is trained to predict the existence, types and coordinates of text pixels, and then seven channels of pixellevel score map and coordinates will be produced. The first channel represents the predicted pixel which is belong to text or background. The second and third channels predict a text pixel if it also belongs to edge text pixel, and its location is on the head or tail of a text instance. The remaining four channels represent the coordinates of the predicted pixel. Outputs of this step are fed into an adjacent pixels merging algorithm, which forms the candidate regions, then eliminates the regions that do not contain edge text pixels, and outputs the geometries of all text instances.
A. PREPROCESSING MODULE
As the light intensity of traffic sign pictures is an extremely important factor to the effect of text detection, the traffic sign pictures taken in the evening, or on rainy, smog, foggy days are very weak in light, which makes the contrast between text and background particularly small, leading to poor detection results. To solve this problem, we design a preprocessing module which can detect the light intensity of an input image, and enhance the low-light pictures automatically.
For the detection part, we utilize a Root Mean Square (RMS) [46] algorithm, to calculate the RMS of an input image, if the value is below threshold, the module will send the image to the adjustment part, else, send it to FCN [19] . For the adjustment part, a Gamma correction, where gamma value is set to 0.5 according to the experience and our comparative validation on the training dataset, is used to enhance the contrast of low gray area and reduce the contrast of high gray area, which can make the overall brightness more uniform and highlight the text in the dark background.
B. NETWORK DESIGN
Sizes of word regions vary greatly, this characteristic is particularly evident in traffic sign text. In a deep neural network, the late-stage produces high-level features that determine the existence of large words, and the early-stage generates lowlevel features that predict the precise geometries enclosing small word regions. Thus if a deep neural network can make full use of both high-level and low-level features, it will fulfill our requirements. Designs based HyperNet [28] or U-shape [29] all meet the conditions, but the former merging abundant channels on large feature maps which would significantly increase the computational overhead later on. By contrast, the latter chooses to merge feature maps step by step, which keeps the Upsampling branches minor thus guarantees the computation cost small.
According to the high and low-level feature fusion capability and less computation cost of U-shape [29] , we design our neural network based on it, the sketch map of the proposed model is described in Figure 2 . We resolve the neural network into three parts: feature-extracting part, feature-merging part and output layer. In the feature-extracting part, we adopt Resnet-50 [30] and extract four levels of feature maps from it, which respectively denoted as f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 from deep to shallow, and whose sizes are correspond to of the input image. In the feature-merging part, we follow the following formula to merge the extracted feature maps gradually:
in this formula, the operator ''&'' implements concatenation along the channel axis. We merge the feature maps start at i = 1 and stop at i = 4. In each merging step, the feature map from the last stage is doubled by a Scale-transfer layer firstly, then a conv 1×1 bottleneck [8] is used to reduce the number of channels to cut down the computation. Subsequently, a conv 3×3 is accessed to mix information together, whose output is sent to the next merging step. h 4 is followed by a conv 3×3 which generates a feature map as the final output of the feature-merging part. In Figure 2 , we note the number of output channels for each convolution layer, which are kept relatively small and only add acceptable amount of computation. In the output layer, we adopt three conv 1×1 operations to produce a pixel-level result which includes three parts: 1 channel of text pixel score, 2 channels of edge text pixel score and 4 channels of coordinates. After detecting a whole picture, we feed the results whose text pixel score is higher than threshold into an adjacent pixels merging algorithm, which merges all adjacent pixels into several candidates that may be text regions, and outputs a score list and a geometry list for each picture. The score list stores a head score and a tail score for each candidate, in which zero score correspondingly indicates that this candidate has no head or tail text pixels, which should be eliminated. For the candidates whose score list does not contain zero score, we continue to obtain it's geometry output which only generated by all head and tail text pixels but without middle pixels.
C. SCALE-TRANSFER LAYER
To obtain both low-level detail information and high-level semantic information from the final output of FCN [19] , we need to enlarge the deeper level feature map to make it the same size as the shallower feature map, then we can concatenate them to obtain the fused feature. East [13] adopted Unpooling to double the feature maps, which actually is an adding zero operation and will increase parameter quantity.
Inspired by STDN [31] , we use a technique called Scaletransfer to enlarge feature maps.
The process mechanism of Scale-transfer is: rearranging elements periodically, which means it will not add any parameters and computational overhead. As shown in Figure 3 , Scale-transfer layer compresses the number of channels to expand the width and height of a feature map. Suppose the dimension of an input tensor of the Scale-transfer layer is h×w×n, where n is the number of channels, then we can use a mathematical formula to express the transformation process:
where f D are doubled feature maps and f O are feature maps fed into the Scale-transfer layer.
We embed the Scale-transfer layers into Resnet directly to replace all the Upsampling layers. Compared with original method, the Scale-transfer layer enlarges the feature map and compresses a quarter of channels at the same time, which reduces the computation and parameters of the network and will improve the speed of the detector. Although it fluctuates slightly in the recall and precision, it improves the comprehensive performance of the network effectively. 
D. LABEL GENERATION 1) THREE TYPES OF TEXT PIXELS GENERATION
To divide each text instance into three parts, we mainly implement three steps. As shown in Figure 4 .a, we annotate the original text area in yellow firstly. Then, we use the following operations to produce a shrunk area of the original one and annotate it in red. For a quadrangle Q = {p i |i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, we define p 1 , p 2 as left vertices and p 4 , p 3 as right vertices, whose orders are from top to bottom. We shrink the two shorter edges of a quadrangle firstly, then just do the same operation on the two longer edges. For each edge < p i , p (i mod 4)+1 >, we move its two endpoints inward along the edge by 0.2r i and 0.2r (i mod 4)+1 respectively, where 0.2 is the shrink ratio and r i is the minimum values in L 2 distance between p i and p j .
In the third step, we move the four corner vertices inward along the long edges, then link the new endpoints to original endpoints respectively to produce two new small quadrangles, which called edge quadrangles, denoted in blue in Figure 4 .a. As for the moving ratio in the last step, we set it to a variable value, which varies according to the aspect ratio of the groundtruth. If the aspect ratio is smaller than 0.4, the shrink ratio is set to 0.8, else, set to 0.6. The reason for this is to avoid situations where the aspect ratio is extremely small and the groundtruth could not wrap the text region strictly, which may make the edge quadrangles can not surround the edge text, and it can be seen in Figure 5 .
After completing the above steps, we just need to combine three types of quadrangles: original quadrangle, shrunk quadrangle and edge quadrangle to generate three types of pixels, the head pixels, middle pixels and tail pixels, which are denoted in blue, red and yellow respectively, and they are illustrated in Figure 4 .b.
2) GEOMETRY MAP GENERATION
For the two corner vertices {p i |i ∈ {1, 2}} on the left, we use 4 numbers to represent the coordinate shift from them to the head text pixels location. The method to obtain another two corner vertices {p i |i ∈ {3, 4}} on the right is the same as above, the only difference is the locations of two right corner vertices are calculated by tail text pixels.
Finally, we just need to fuse the above two results to obtain an 8 channels geometry output.
E. LOSS FUNCTION
We define the loss as
where L s , L e and Lg represent the losses for text pixel score, edge text pixel score and coordinates, respectively. λ s , λ e and λ g weight the importance among three losses. According to our experience, we set λ s , λ e and λ g to 4, 1, 1, separately. For text pixel score, we use class-balanced cross-entropy introduced in [32] , given by
whereŶ is the prediction of text pixel, and Y * is the label of text pixel. The parameter β is the balancing factor between positive and negative samples, given by
whereȲ * represents the mean operation of Y * , and so does the following.
For edge text pixel score, we design the loss as follow:
where ∧ E and E * are the prediction and label of edge text pixel, which all contain two dimensions, represent edge pixel score and edge pixel types (head or tail), and expressed by E[0] and E [1] respectively. The parameter β * is given by
The loss L e is normalized by N 1 , which is the number of text pixels. For geometry, Lg is the Smooth L 1 regression loss [32] over the predicted geometries g and the groundtruth g * . The loss Lg is normalized by the number of edge text pixels.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. BENCHMARK DATASETS
Chinese Traffic Sign Text (CTST-1600) consists of 1320 training images and 280 testing images, and contains almost all Chinese texts, but we also annotate the expressway number and Kilometer number which are useful for guiding direction. Traffic sign images usually have complex backgrounds, but we don't annotate any text in background, like shop sign text, bus ads text, etc.
ICDAR 2013 [9] only contains English text and they are almost horizontal. Unlike ICDAR 2015, text instances in ICDAR 2013 are relatively large targets, some of them even make up nearly half of the whole picture. This dataset consists of 229 training images and 233 testing images.
MSRA-TD500 [33] is a multilingual dataset, it consists of 300 training images and 200 testing images. Different from ICDAR 2013, it contains both English and Chinese text, which are annotated at the level of text lines, making text detection based on long targets.
B. EVALUATION PROTOCOL
In this paper, we use the ICDAR2013 competition criteria to verify the validity of our model, which is based on DetEval [50] , including precision (P), recall (R) and f-measure (F). Precisely, they are defined as follows:
where TP, FP, FN denotes the correctly classified text instances, incorrectly spotted instances and the missing instances respectively. Figure 6 shows several detection results, including various challenging tasks like large, long, or multidirectional text detection, detecting text in background of non-uninform illumination, perspective distortion or low resolution, etc. Moreover, we have also done experiments on both English and Chinese written text to demonstrate the robustness of extremely long text detection of our model.
C. QUALITATIVE RESULTS

D. DETAILED RESULTS ANALYSIS
All the experiments were conducted on one single NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 graphic card with 8GB memory, and an Intel Core i7-8700K @ 3.70GHz × 12 CPU. The model was muiti-scale pre-trained on ICAR2017 MLT [5] for total 180K, i.e., the input images were resized to 256×256, 384×384, 512×512, 640×640, 736×736, and trained for 36k, respectively. The learning rate was set to 10 −3 in the pre-trained process. Then we fine-tuned the model on ICDAR 2013 [9] , MSRA-TD500 [33] and CTST-1600, the training process was the same as above. Except the comparative test of ''Influence of different IOU constraint values on experimental results of different models'', which will be shown in Table 4 , we set the IOU constraint value to 0.5 on other experiments.
We show three different combinations of our method in Table 1 . Specifically, the symbol '' √ '' in the second column represents the STL is used in the model, otherwise the Upsampling layer is used. The symbol '' √ '' in the third column means the preprocessing module is added to the model, otherwise it is not added. The comparison between the first combination and the second combination shows the detector will reach higher recall and FPS when using the STL instead of the Upsampling layer. The comparison between the second combination and the third combination shows the preprocessing module will bring about a significant increase in recall and only slightly reduce the detection speed. Note that the best comprehensive performance is given by ours + STL + Preprocessing module, which performs excellent in recall, precision and speed.
As shown in Table 2 and Table 3 , our method achieves robust results on both ICDAR 2013 and MSRA-TD500. Table 4 .
In ICDAR 2013 Task 2.1, our method reaches 0.92 in precision, which outperforms most of previous methods. In the detection task of MSRA-TD500, we also achieve a very high value of precision, i.e., 0.86, which exceed East [13] by 2.0%.
In CTST-1600, we first pretrained the East [13] , Textsnake [12] and CTPN [14] in the training dataset for 16k iterations, and compared them with our method by detecting the testing dataset and evaluated the results in three different IOU constraint values, i.e., 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, respectively. As shown in the Table 4 , even the IOU constraint value is set to extremely strict 0.8, our method also works much better than others, and outperforms the CTPN [14] by 0.45 of F-scores. Figure 7 shows a more intuitive comparison, in which the more stable curve represents our method and those steeper curves represent other methods. This proves that our method can produce the most accurate results and is more suitable for later identification process, which is extremely necessary for practical application. Figure 8 shows four sets of detection examples of our method and other methods, which evidence whether in day or evening, for horizontal or vertical text, our method can produce the most accurate results. Note that the last two columns prove that the proposed preprocessing module greatly promotes the detection results in the dark.
V. LIMITATIONS
One main limitation is that the text boxes generation of our algorithm doesn't contain curved text currently, as shown in Figure 9 .a. Figure 9 .b shows another failure case, if two words are very close, or if they have even very subtle connected parts, the algorithm will draw them into one box without cutting them in the middle.
Another major limitation of our work is shown in Figure 9 .c. Due to the labels are generated by dividing text instances into three parts, when dealing with extremely small or fuzzy targets, like some text instances in ICDAR 2015, our method will cause missed detection.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, an effective scene text detector is proposed for traffic signs from street-level imagery. The main contribution of the proposed method aims at designing a fast and accurate scene text detector, in which a preprocessing module is added to tackle with some complex situations. Meanwhile, the proposed Scale-transfer layer is designed to replace the Upsampling layer, which improves the speed of network effectively. Finally, the text-based traffic signs dataset named CTST-1600 has been published. Extensive experiments on the CTST-1600, ICDAR 2013 and MSRA-TD500 show that the proposed method has achieved the state-of-the-art results, which proves the ability of our detector on both particularity and universality application. In the future, we will continue to combine the detector with a text recognizer, solve the adjacent text instances segmentation problem and the curve text boxes generation problem. 
